If you're looking for something to do during your time at home, consider creating a vision board to set goals for yourself. Is there a new skill you'd like to learn or a place you'd like to travel to someday? You can cut out pictures from magazines or print pictures from the internet that inspire you and glue them onto paper or poster board to remind yourself of these goals.

Build a DIY Vision Board

1. Prepare the right setting and atmosphere for the DIY project.
2. Determine your exact core values and true desires.
3. Write down your list of goals.
4. Get the vision board supplies ready.
5. Choose images that reflect your vision in the best possible way.
6. Develop the structure for your DIY vision board.
7. Build a Collage.
8. Add text, affirmations, and quotes that inspire you.
9. Put your DIY vision board somewhere you can see it every day.

You will need...

- Magazines
- Pens & Markers
- Scissors
- Laptop & Printer
- Glue
- Poster Board
This vision board was made by our Librarian Kim. She'd like to exercise more, spend more time with friends and family, and travel to Greece. Get inspiration for your vision board by watching a short tutorial on:

Creative Bug:

You can also find e-books on vision boards through Hoopla Digital:
https://www.hoopladigital.com/search?page=1&q=vision+board&scope=everything&type=direct

What’s on your vision board?